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Miui vs emui vs android one

Saravanan's last update on December 3, 2020 The debate is still ongoing about which Android is the best? Android custom or Android stock. Both have its pros and cons. If you prefer the best performance, the hassle-free user experience means you can choose Stock Android or Android one. But if you're the person
who wants an interesting-looking user interface, Handy's features mean that custom Android is your only choice. Because custom android like One UI, MIUI, EMUI, ColorOS and Oxygen OS has their own unique user interface and interesting features. What is Custom Android? It's simple. As you already know, Google
released Android under AOSP (Android Open Source Program). It gives the device manufacturer freedom to customize the Android operating system and add new features and apps depends on the specifications of the device. So, if a customization made in the original operating system is called Custom Android. Read
also: Top Free Offline Android Gaming Applications List Samsung One UI: One UI is Samsung's custom android edition. It was initially released in December 2018 as a successor to Touch Wiz. A user interface offers an absolutely clean and stylish user experience to its users along with many great features. Such as
screen recorders, quick settings changes, hide apps, and even you can put minimal used apps on hold. It will stop running those apps in the background. This saves battery and data. Unlike other custom Androids, Samsung rolls out updates for a user interface in a short time. Best features of a user interface: Night mode
optimized navigation gestures Add more icons on the status bar screen recorder Customizing incoming call notifications Flash notification Mobile keyboard image recovery Current version: A 2.1 Redmi MIUI USER INTERFACE: Mi User Interface, Mi MIUI for short. It is a Xiaomi's Custom Android Edition for its Redmi and
MI branded mobile phones. MiUi offers stable performance and advanced and easy-to-use features even in economic models. This is what makes Xiaomi mobile phones so popular in India and other countries. In the latest update of MiUi it offers you great features such as dark mode, battery saving, advanced file
manager. The best features of MIUI: Dark Mode Mimoji in Camera Redesigned UI Supports Dynamic wallpaper New Keyboard – Mint Kid Space – Parental control feature Dynamic Sound Effects Current Version : MIUI 11 OnePlus Oxygen OS It is a OnePlus response to Samsung's One user interface. OnePlus's
successful journey is truly incredible especially on segments like OnePlus belongs. Because there are already so many competitions going on. But OnePlus has changed everything with its software and hardware package. Oxygen OS is the custom android edition of OnePlus. It's an absolute turning point when it comes
to performance, intuitive user interface, and useful features. Because it's very thin in size. It was initially released in 2015, it has been doing great ever since. The best features of Oxygen OS Clean &amp; Easy to use UI In build App Locker Parallel apps Zen Mode Custom Icon support. Dark mode navigation gestures for
all apps Current version: Oxygen OS 10 OPPO &amp; Realme's Color OS ColorOS is a home-built android by OPPO &amp;amp; Mr Realme. ColorOS is always admired for its minimalist and intuitive user interface. In its latest ColorOS 7 iteration it offers you a handy feature such as dark mode, private safe, voice
assistant and better primary memory management. The best features of ColorOS Redesigned UI Dark Mode Enhanced RAM Management Private Safe App icons customization Improved Image and Video Capturing Current Version: ColorOS 7 Honor EMUI EMUI is a custom android edition that is used in Huawei brand
mobile phones. It was formerly known as Emotion UI. Emui 10, recently updated, offers improved performance and security compared to its predecessor. And it also comes with new additional features. The best features in EMUI: Magazine Style UI Dark Mode Colorful Always On Display Morandi Color System New
Camera App New Animations Current Version: EMUI 10 Related Posts The biggest difference between Android and iOS is that the Google operating system allows manufacturers to create their own custom versions with different original interfaces. Each of these interfaces is often carefully designed to show the style of
each brand and create aesthetic appeal. However, this makes it difficult for many people to distinguish when there are more and more Android interface sets from different phone companies such as OneUI, MIUI, ColorOS, EMUI, LG UX. Below, FPT Shop will join you to learn each of these interface sets and their
strengths. SamsungSamsung One UI's OneUI is the interface created by Samsung to bring to Galaxy smartphones in the last two years. Unlike previous versions, One UI shows a jump in user experience on Samsung phones. The South Korean manufacturer has redesigned the icon set to smaller sizes, simplified and
deleted many unnecessary default applications. OneUI inherits many of the benefits of the Samsung experience but is glossy and flattered, with the addition of Dark Mode and new navigation gestures. The latest version is OneUI 2.1 which is currently pre-installed on more advanced smartphones such as Samsung
Galaxy S20, Galaxy S20+ and Galaxy S20 Ultra.ColorOS by OPPOColorOS is the Android interface developed and owned exclusively by OPPO. The population manufacturer has brought many changes in the mechanism of operation of ColorOS compared to the original version of Android to make a difference. These
can be mentioned as settings menus and the operation of the notification wiper to turn off. Overall, the ColorOS interface is designed to be pretty minimal, with lots of beautiful themes to change. The strength of ColorOS cannot be mentioned that it can run smoothly on smartphones with not too strong hardware, very
suitable for OPPO's business strategy. Xiaomi MIUI For the first time to experience MIUI, you will have for xiaomi's interface set which is quite similar in style to ColorOS. Few people know that MIUI was born more than 10 years ago, when Xiaomi was also a small software company with the ambition to create an Android
and smooth version without the need for too strong a configuration. MIUI owns a themed warehouse to allow users to choose and edit. More significantly, Xiaomi users can also create their own set of themes by selecting each interesting point on different themes sets to create a whole new set of interfaces. Huawei's
EMUI and HonorEMUI stand for Emotion UI, which is installed by default on Huawei and Honor smartphones. The recognizable point of Emui is the icon design of the large and colorful application, the menu interface is also very bright young. Huawei has conducted in-depth interventions in every detail of the interface set
to create a version almost completely different from the original Android. EMUI is well known in the Android community for its ability to manage RAM effectively, perform good artificial intelligence functions, and many interesting features such as split screen and PC mode. Unfortunately, Google applications have now no



longer appeared on EMUI than newly launched Huawei smartphones. Oxygen OS by OnePlusOxygenOS is famous for being a simple interface customized by OnePlus and associated with top killer names. OnePlus is almost unchanged from the original Android, but it only adds some useful features and gesture
gestures such as a private app lock and a parallel app that allows a user to access multiple social media accounts. Oxygen OS can work well without saving much storage space and is regularly updated by the manufacturer. Sony Xperia UI Unlike other manufacturers, Sony is not trying to create an interface set other
than the original Android operating system. The Japanese manufacturer's Xperia UI looks pretty similar to the Android stock and only marks a few design changes. However, the interface developed by Sony has the downside that there aren't many interesting features to experiment with. LG UX LG UX interface set is
custom designed for smartphones from the South Korean manufacturer, the latest version is called LG UX 9.0, dark integrated dark mode interface, custom music playback album, phone dialer, messaging app and watch. This interface is currently installed on the newly launched LG Velvet smartphone. HTC Sense of
HTC, while HTC has now withdrawn from the production of smartphone hardware, its Sense interface is still in the memory of many technology lovers. Sense was much appreciated at the beginning of the Android era, this is the platform that HTC combines stock and its own calibration to maintain the original experience
but still bring unique features from HTC. Sense is updated and updated pretty quickly, but there aren't too many interesting features. Second: Android Authority Android 10 One UI, EMUI and MIUI are different versions of Android. Variants exist because Google's operating system is open source and allows
manufacturers to develop customized visuals for their phones. Therefore, some smartphones with the same system may have differentiated functions and interface changes. Open source may have been a crucial factor for Android to be present in different smartphone brands and reach 2.5 2.5 users in February 2019.
However, this configuration makes phones with some negative features. System updates, for example, arrive at devices at different times, as distribution is left to each manufacturer. Also, because creating specific versions of Android takes time and cost, some brands may decide to end support and stop offering new
versions for older phones. The action can leave smartphones vulnerable, without the security fixes of updates. The numbers revealed by Google indicate the different distribution of Android on phones using the operating system. According to the latest data released by the company, 21.3% of Android smartphones still
run the Oreo version (8), released in 2017. At the time of data collection, only 8.2% of all mobile phones were already upgraded to Android 10. In comparison, Apple, which retains control of iOS with its code closed, has 92% of the devices launched in the last four years with iOS 13. So, let's talk about some of the
variations in One UI, EMUI, and MIUI. A user interface (Samsung) The One UI variant was launched in 2018 by Samsung along with the Android Pie update (9). In its first version, One UI 1.0, the system already had Dark Mode, which was only introduced later in the mobile phones of some other manufacturers, with
versions of iOS 13 and Android 10. According to the South Korean giant, the interface details are created to offer a consistent and pleasant look. READ: Google releases Android 11 Preview for developers; Find out What's newBased on Android 10, the latest version of the system, One UI 2.1, is available for more
modern mobile phones like Galaxy S20, Z Flip, Fold, and Note 10, plus some older models like the S10, S9, and Note 9 lines. One of the features of the update is the development of the interface aimed at large screens. A 2.1 user interface has still minimized notifications that axle less screen space; better dark mode
with battery saving benefits; and dynamic lock screen, which allows you to set up the splash screen to display different images every time the user unlocks the phone. EMUI (Huawei) The Android version of the Chinese brand Huawei called Emotion UI was released in 2012, based on Android Ice Cream (4.0). With an
organized look, EMUI seeks a more complete system optimization. The variant has expressive interface changes compared to the basic Android. The latest update of the variant is EMUI 10.1, inspired by Android 10. The interface will reach at least 16 models of the brand, including popular mobile phones such as Huawei
P30 Pro. The version is equipped with a system-specific videoconferencing application with different including screen sharing. EMUI 10.1 also offers multi-screen collaboration, which allows the user to access a web address or edit files on their phone with computer applications. In addition, with the multiple windows
function, you can reply to messages through a floating window without having to leave open application. MIUI (Xiaomi) Developed by Xiaomi, MIUI is a version of Android that offers different functions for users, being one of the most popular operating system variants on the market. The system interface is one of the most
modified, presenting images and functions more similar to the iOS rival than the basic Android. READ: Windows 10X: Everything you need to know about the Windows 10 variantThe variant has, for example, a native screen recorder, a well-known feature of the iPhone. Xiaomi's smartphones, however, received only the
app drawer, the traditional feature of Android, in the MIUI 11 version. MIUI 12 is the latest version of the operating system. The update has already been released for mobile phones such as Mi 9, Mi 9T, Redmi K20 and Redmi K20 Pro, but the variant will be available for multiple brand models in the second round of
distribution. MIUI 12 offers revamped applications, windows and mobile images in full-screen mode. Mode.
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